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Commercial Healthcare Intelligence That’s 
Improving Wound Care Sales

Carenet AI is a software platform that uses real-time data feeds and artificial intelligence 
to extract key prospecting signals emitted from physicians, practitioners, nursing 
homes, hospitals, home health and more. It uses artificial intelligence and custom scoring 
algorithms to match over 15,000 nursing homes and more than 3 million individual 
physicians and clinicians in the United States with wound care needs.

Instead of searching through troves of healthcare data, Carenet AI automates the 
cumbersome tasks of identifying the exact audience matches for your wound care 
product or service, which allows your organization to:

 Understand why key individuals or institutions match with your  
product or service and how to communicate with them

 Improve your sales conversions 

 Improve your marketing messages

 Grow your business faster
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Carenet AI makes it possible to get a dynamic feed of the ideal physicians, nurses and 
nursing homes for your wound care products and services. It uses first-of-its-kind artificial 
intelligence algorithms to uncover the top physicians and nursing homes in need of wound 
care products and services, so your commercial team gets the actionable data they need.

Sales and marketing in healthcare have gone digital. These teams must build relationships 
with targeted digital communication. Carenet AI gives your team the tools to do this quickly 
and effectively.

High quality data for direct targeting affects sales and marketing results. Bad data 
destroys conversion rates and brand credibility and increases costs. Carenet AI provides 
customized, reliable data at an affordable price that your teams can take immediate action on.
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Today’s Data Problems in Healthcare Sales and Marketing:

Carenet AI Solves These Problems:

Generic Organization Data: Companies are buying the same generic organization lists 
in healthcare which are mostly static and not informative. Location  addresses, phone 
numbers and estimates of employees are rarely actionable for healthcare sales and 
marketing teams.

Outdated Contact Lists: Contact lists are just names and email addresses, not signals 
of intent – even from those companies touting AI. And most data providers don’t have 
accurate and updated contact information for many doctors and clinicians.

Unactionable Intent Data: Buyer intent data is rarely actionable, especially in healthcare.

Silos and Data Overwhelm: Even for those with the budgets to purchase expensive medical, 
claims and practice data, this information creates data silos that are difficult for sales 
and marketing teams to make actionable without hiring data engineers or data scientists.
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AI monitors digital 
signals from the 

healthcare facilities 
in your market.

AI processes digital 
signals and scores 
organizations based 
on your use case.
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The organizations in 
your target market 

are scored daily and 
fed to your team to 

take action on.
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How Carenet AI Works

The Carenet AI platform is a complex cloud-based series of applications that turn 
data feeds into actionable intelligence for end-users. 

For each customer, Carenet AI identifies the relevant combination of data 
containing their ideal customer signals then combines and scores it to automate 
prospecting.

The value is in the combination of feeds, intelligence extracted, custom score and 
real-time delivery. This increases top-line revenue.
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Carenet AI Makes It Easy to Define Your Ideal  
Customer Profile and Build Lookalike Audiences

Carenet AI takes the pain out of trying to manually build lists and wrangle with data. It 
helps your teams build an Ideal Customer Profile (ICP) score and create Lookalike 
audience matching to help identify data trends of your customer base and uncover who 
or where your next target is.

Building Your Ideal Customer Profile (ICP) Score

Carenet AI uses the following process to create an ICP:

1 Understand your product/service benefits and the problems it solves

2 Identify all the signals that your customers emit that can be used to  
 identify how they would benefit from your product

3 Identify additional signals to further improve your ICP targeting 

4 Construct the initial ICP signal recipe

5 Review the resulting targeting and top matches that are delivered to you

6 Initiate outreach

7 Use outreach results to improve and fine-tune the signal recipe

Carenet AI Data 
Engine

20k Results with 
Granular Ranking

Rich Data About the 
Customers

Target Index

ICP Signal Recipe

High Importance
A12 | A26 | A21

Medium Importance 
A22 | C99

Low Importance 
D1 | D2
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Lookalike ICP Creation

For some organizations, it’s easiest to upload a list of existing physician customers and let 
the algorithm do the work. Here’s what Carenet AI does with this approach:

1 Receive a list of existing customers (all or a comprehensive sample, 100+)

2 Match the list to the Carenet AI Index of doctors and clinicians

3 Automatically analyze the combined data sets and look for commonalities and patterns

4 Construct a custom scoring algorithm from data with a large amount of signals

5 Quickly move from a large potential population to a manageable number that are similar  
 to existing customers

Carenet AI Data 
Engine

20k Results with 
Granular Ranking

Rich Data About the 
Customers

Target Index

ICP Signal Recipe

High Importance
A12 | A26 | A21

Medium Importance 
A22 | C99

Low Importance 
D1 | D2

List of Existing Customers

1. Name A, Address, Identification, Date, etc.

2. Name B, Address, Identification, Date, etc.

3. Name C, Address, Identification, Date, etc.

4. Name D, Address, Identification, Date, etc.

5. Name E, Address, Identification, Date, etc.

6. Name, F Address, Identification, Date, etc.

7. Name G, Address, Identification, Date, etc.  

8. Name H, Address, Identification, Date, etc.

9. Name I, Address, Identification, Date, etc.
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Examples of Carenet AI’s Proprietary Data: 
Nursing Homes and Doctors

Nursing Homes
 Nursing Home Index (15,000+ records):
  Facility name and location, ownership, star ratings
  Contacts for heads of nursing and administration 

 Real-Time Enriched Data:
  F-tag violations
  - ~250 different audit violations that drive needs for products and services
  MDS quality surveys
  MDS survey results
  COVID data
  Hiring / Job postings (inclusion of initiatives/mentions around wound care)
  And more…  

Doctors and Nurses
 Doctors and Clinicals Index  

 (3,000,000+ records):
  Name
  Phone
  Year graduated
  Specialty
  Associated hospitals
  Degrees and training
  Certifications
  Insurance accepted 
  Location(s)
  Other specialists at locations
  Specialties
  Board certifications
  Languages spoken
  Awards
  Email/LinkedIn 

  Real-Time Enriched Data:
  Medicare procedures
  Medicare prescriptions
  Medicare DMEPOS
  Top procedures and conditions
  Background - disciplinary
  Ratings
  Published papers
  And more…
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Wound Care Target Market: Nursing Homes

Companies selling wound care products into nursing homes can get a dynamic score 
based on key events that occur within that environment. 

For example:
 Any audit violations related to wound issues (i.e., bed sores) 
 COVID statistics
 Hiring for specific wound care skills

 Initiatives outlined in job postings

By better targeting those institutions and individuals that have an immediate need for 
your product or service, your sales and marketing team can narrow down their target list 
and prioritize their efforts from the 15,000+ nursing homes in the United States, down to 
the 5% that are most relevant.

Carenet AI makes it possible to:

 View all the wound care signal drivers over time - See bed ratios and star ratings for  
 health inspections, staffing and quality of resident care, and more

 Access ownership and contact information

 Access visualizations of wound care violations over time, including the specific  
 violation, severity and percentile compared to other nursing homes in the United States

 Find the exact population with the same violations

 View detailed metrics about staffing hours

 View MDS scores for relevant codes and percentiles
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Wound Care Target Market: Physicians

Companies selling wound care products need to understand which doctors and care 
providers are most active with specific types of prescriptions, treatments and procedures. 
As an example, Carenet AI can uncover physicians that are often performing specific 
procedures requiring subsequent wound care or are providing treatments related to 
wound dressing or debridement.

Actionable data includes:

10

 Treatment type
 Signal strength
 Primary specialty
 Secondary specialty
 Medical school
 Graduation year
 Description 
 LinkedIn profile
 Facility affiliation
 Facility address 
 Facility type
 Procedures
 Conditions that the physician is known  
 to treat and treatments s/he offers
   Name
   Frequency
   Percentile

 HCPCS code
 Services count
 Average charge
 Total charges
 Count of physicians above and   
 below each metric
 Percentile
 Prescriptions 
 Drug name
 Generic name
 Beneficiaries count
 Claims count
 Organization name
 Organization address
 Email address
 And more…

Physician Name

Physician Name

Physician Name

Physician Name

Physician Name
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Carenet AI Workflow

1 SDRs, sales reps and marketers login to their customized Carenet AI dashboard each   
 day and review new signals.

2 The teams take action – email, LinkedIn connection, calls, exporting contacts to    
 marketing automation or other outreach efforts.

3 Reps easily export leads they’re working from Carenet AI to their CRM system for    
 seamless integration, management and reporting.

Improve your sales and marketing effectiveness and grow your business,  
while saving time, money and resources. Email connect@carenet.ai  

to learn more and view a data sample based on your needs.
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